**FIX IT WORKSHOP**

---

**How to Jump a Car**

1. red on dead +
2. red on donor +
3. black on donor −
4. black on bare metal
5. start donor
6. start dead
7. remove 4-3-2-1

---

**CHANGING LIGHTBULB**

**** TURN OFF THE LIGHT FIRST! ****

CAREFULLY UNSCREW THE LIGHT BULB (TWIST TO THE LEFT TO LOOSEN).

PUT THE NEW BULB IN THE LIGHT’S SLOT AND CAREFULLY SCREW IT IN (TWIST TO THE RIGHT TO TIGHTEN).

STOP TWISTING ONCE IT GETS FIRMLY TIGHT.

TURN THE LIGHT BACK ON TO TEST.

---

**SCREWDRIVERS**

- Allen
- Cross Slotted Phillips
- Philips
- Torx
- Security Torx
- Hexagonal

---

**STRATFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY**
Fix It Workshop

How to Unclog a Toilet

1. Stop the bowl from filling further by removing the top of the tank and pressing the flapper down.
2. Warm up your plunger by running it under hot water for a minute.
3. Press the plunger into the bottom of the bowl, taking care to ensure a tight seal is formed.
4. Push the plunger in and then release, allowing it to pop back out. Make sure the tight seal is maintained during both directions of movement.

Patching Nail Holes/Small Holes in Dry Wall

Fill the hole deeply with spackle or joint compound using a putty knife. Overfill it to leave a slight mound.
Allow it to dry based on what the container says.
Sand the dried spackle with sanding sponge and wipe down.
Paint over with same color paint (if you have it).